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Describe a place you visited on vacation IELTS Cue Card

In this lesson from simply ielts, you will know how to Describe a place you visited on

vacation IELTS Speaking Cue Card part 2 band 9 answer and part 3 follow up questions.

You should say:

Where it is?

When you went there?

What you did there?

And explain why you went there?

Band 9 Model Answer to Describe a place you visited on vacation IELTS
Cue Card

● Around two months prior, my family and I went on a 4-day get-away to Jaipur.

 
● Jaipur is the capital of the Indian Province of Rajasthan.

 
● It is around 700 kms from my old neighborhood.

 
● Regularly for a significant distance, we favor passing via air.

 
● In any case, this time we chose to pass via vehicle in view of the Coronavirus

circumstance.

 
● We principally went there to go to the wedding of my cousin.
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● However, we chose to remain two additional days and visit the vacation destinations.

● The wedding service was intended for 2 days and for the initial 2 days, we never left the

marriage resort.

● We as a whole lived it up.

● In view of crown, my cousin’s folks couldn’t welcome a many individuals.

● But since it was a private undertaking, we were totally engaged with the merriments.

● The following two days, we spent touring and shopping.

● Jaipur has an immense social importance.

● It was the capital of one of the Rajput administrations.

● In this way, it has numerous vacation destinations like Golden Fortress, Hawa Castle,

City Royal residence, Jantar Mantar, etc.

● We went to all the above places aside from Golden Post since that would have required

one entire day and we didn’t have that much time.

● On the fourth day, we did shopping from the customary shops of Jaipur.

● All things considered, my cousin’s companion had presented to take us shopping during

the wedding.

● Being a neighborhood, he knew the best stores with sensible rates.

● As a result of him, we had the option to purchase remarkable Rajasthan gems and

garments.

● We likewise got some home beautification pieces.

● It was a truly awesome encounter.

● I wish we had more days to spend there, however my folks had work responsibilities.

● On the off chance that I find the opportunity, I couldn’t want anything more than to

visit Jaipur once more.

Speaking Part 3 Follow-Up Questions to Describe a place you visited on
vacation

1. What are some famous attractions that individuals like to visit in your

country?

India is a tremendous nation and it has a long social history. Accordingly, there are

a ton of vacation spots that individuals like to visit. These incorporate sanctums,

strongholds, parks, eateries, and exhibition halls.

Each spot has its own well known attractions. In Punjab, the well-known ones are

Brilliant Sanctuary, Science City Kapurthala, Rose Nursery, Sukhna Lake, etc. 
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2. Do elderly folk’s individuals and youngsters like to go to better places

for excursion? 

 

Both yes and no. There are places that both youthful and elderly folk’s individuals

like to go to, however at that point there are additionally puts which are liked by the

youthful or the old. For instance, elderly individuals incline toward going to strict

spots.

Youngsters love to go to sea shores and places with experience sports, however

elderly folks individuals are less enthused about going to such places since it

requires a great deal of actual effort, which their bodies probably won’t have the

option to deal with. 

3. What do elderly individuals and youngsters contemplate when making

travel arrangements? 

 

I think elderly individuals care more with regards to comfort. Their fundamental

reason for existing is to unwind, while youngsters contemplate sporting exercises

like experience sports.

That is the reason there is an altogether higher extent of elderly individuals on

travels. 

4. How do individuals become more acquainted with about new spots?

I think the web is a huge center point of information about places. There is data

about every single put on the web.

Then, at that point, individuals can likewise come to think about new spots from

their loved ones. I have likewise found out with regards to new spots from films and

television series.

 

 


